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ma3’ retire.’ The prediction of this
Daisy, but seeming to answer all the time have they suffered themselves to larl3’. The whole structure is sur thoroughly “ mobile.” The Cossack
“ H ’m 7 Play again for me.”
extraordinary man was correct. I saw
has
no
tent
and
his
horse
no
covering,
mounted
by
a
cock,
which
crows
at
six
be
robbed
of
hundreds
of
dollars
rather
Gehtl37 Reuben lifted the violin and deep joy of her heart.
Massena and his attenuated garrison
Twice Reuben played, recalled each than to take a legal oath. They firmly and twelve o'clock.-—Pall Mall Gazette. even in the depths of winter, when on
drew the bow across it. “ I will play
service, while our horses are not pre set free within the time named by
A BEAUTIFUL STORY.
3’ou th e ‘Carnival of Birds,’ ” he said. time, and then the concert was over, believe that the Scriptural injunction,
pared to stand out with three heavy Bonaparte ; and how they subsisted is
T H E O L D E S T MAN.
and their escort led Uncle Josiah back “swear not at all,” has reference to
It was a legacy from the father who “ This is t h e ‘Brook’s Hymn,’ ” Reuben i
felts, nor are the .men prepared to go as great a miracle to me even at this
to the carriage, Daisy clinging fast to legal swearing, and consequently they
had died before Reuben was ten years said.
on
service without a servant and a moment as-the passage of the Alps by
“ Who wrote these 7” the stranger his arm. At the door of their private will not hold offices of trust. They IIE IS SAID TO BE 127 YEARS OLD AND RE
old, and left him to the care of Uncle
pony
to every two of them and tents to the then First Consul.”
MEMBERS THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR.
parlor their new friend bade them good also have a peculiar aversion to war,
Josiah, the brother of Reuben’s long asked.
cover
them. In short, the Cossack is
“ They were never written. They night, and opening the door they stood and it is said that during the civil war
An E ditor’s T ribulations.
dead mother. The strongest memory
a
well-armed,
mounted rifleman and
When old “ Dad” Freeman was buried
face to face with Reuben—not the pale, only one Amishman took op ar.ms, and
Reuben retained of his father was a came from m3’ heart,” was the ■quiet ■
sad boy of a 3’ear ago, but a man, self- he did so against the will of his friends. across the river in Windsor a short scout, and one can well imagine what
We borrowed a mule and buggy last
mind picture of a white-haired man reply. “ I will play you some written 1
reliant, glad and noble, one who had Tbe3’ willingly paid bounty, not from time ago, says a Detroit (Mich.) letter 3’eoman’s service a cloud of such horse week and started out-to stir up our de
sitting up in bed with the beloved music.”
in the front of any army would per
And again the violin obeyed the found his life work, and was doing it cowardice, but because the3’ all regard to the New York Herald, it was believ
violin in his hands, filling the poor atform. I t has been too-much the aim linquents. We rode twenty-five miles
war
as
sinful.
ed
that
the
oldest
man
in
the
world
was
the first day, had our new hat smashed
tip room with sweet sounds. He was bow, as the works Reuben had studied well.
Uncle Josiah found the strap of bis
These people are among the least laid to rest. “ Dad” was 122 years bid of our native cavalry officers to turn by coming in contact with an over
partially paralized then ; and later, from his father’s music rose upon the glove most unmanageable while Reuben
their
njen
into
dragoons,
and
though
pretentious under the sun. The men as conclusively proved before his death,
hanging limb, wore out a buggy whip
when his fingers became helpless, his summer air. “ And you were about to i
clasped
Daisy
in
his
arms,
and
low,
and left 138 descendants. Since Free they would in the open undoubtedly
are
clad
in
heavy
homespun
cloth
break
your
violin
7”
the
stranger
said.
1
that
cost sixty cents, and collected
heart broke and he died.
tender words fell from the lips of both. suits, often of a kind of yellowish color. man was buried some relic hunters be better mounted and heavier than
$1.50
in cash and a bushel and a half
“ Yes ; for I can never be a farmer
Then Uncle Josiah came from the
But when Reuben, clasping Daisy still,
hive brought forward a man whose the Cossacks, one cannot help feeling of corn. The- second day we rode
country to the great city and took the while my brain is full of music,” was held out his hand, the farmer grasped These are cut roomy in every part.
that the others have on their side man3’
The coats of the old men are very long authentic record fixes his age at the re
lad home. At the bottom of the hair the sad reply.
advantages.
Ours are more,for show, twent3’-two miles, missed our dinner,
it hard.
The
and of the young men ver3’short. They markable figure -of 127 years.
dunned seventeen of our beloved pa
trunk containing all of Reuben’s pos
“ Ah ! you want to be a farmer,
“No doubt I was an old fool, Reu discard buttons and use metal “ hooks name of the man is Andrew Lucas. He and theirs more for use. A cavalry
trons, and didn’t collect a cent. The
sessions were safely stored the violin then 7 Would you not rather be a
ben,” he said, “ but I ’m not too old to and e3’es.” Even on the coldest days is the father of Mr. P. A. Lucas, who man would answer b3? asking to see th e .
third
day we arose at 4 o’clock a. m.,
and case, with a score of music the musician 7”
learn.” And Reuben, over the dainty they are seen without overcoats. They for nine 3rears past has kept a barber hospital rolls after six weeks’ campaign
missed
our breakfast, lost twenty min
dead musician had left his boy.
Reuben’s eyes glistened. Long he supper that was presently served, told
Mr. Lucas was born in winter, and no doubt that is to us, utes tr3’ing to wake up Jim Alexander
all wear wide-brimmed hats and heavy shop in Detroit.
On the farm in Jersey, Reuben found and the stranger talked, and the sun
them how his violin had won him fame cowhide boots. They never shave, and a slave under the father of General where men and animals cost mone3’, a
as we passed his house, rode twentya rough, kindly welcome. Aunt Polly was setting when he turned his face
and gold, more than Josiah imagined a their hair is allowed to hang down upon Jackson, he of “ eternal” fame, and was powerful retort, for we- know how the
four miles and collected $4.50. The
cried a little over the orphan ; Sue and homeward.
man could earn in ten years. “ I have the shoulders in thick heavy locks. a grown man when the General suc Russians suffered in the Balkans from fourth day we traversed the whole
Jennie, kindly maidens, kissed and
“ Uncle Josiah,” he said, when all the an offer to go abroad, uncle,” Reuben The hair of the boys and young men is ceeded to the paternal estate. He re sickness. With all that, we have a
country, lost a goose one of our friends
caressed him ; and Daisy, whose blue chores were done, and the farmer rest
said, “and if I accept I must sail next never touched by a barber. It is oc members the Revolutionary W ar-dis lesson to learn from the Cossack, and had given us for a Christmas dinner,
eyes were like violets, stole up to the ed on the moonlit porch, if in a year I
month. May I take Daisy 7”
casionally trimmed by their fathers, tinctly and recalls many- very1 interest it would be well if officers would think and collected $3 50. We then came
dark-haired lad and slipped a slice of can bring you proof that I can support
“Yes, lad. You’ve kept your pro however. It is briuged by combing ing incidents of the second war be it over, and remember we cannot always home, turned the mule nnt..t.r>
»ml
cake into his hands. I t was a busy Daisy, will you give her to me 7”
be at peace, and that our noit
mise ; I ’ll-keep mine.”
forward and cutting off just above the tween this country and Great Britain. might carry us further than one hun went to bed. If anybody wants to buy
hive the old farm house, where no
He declares that it is as distinct to him
i “I will,” was the hearty reply.
a good printing office, with ample as
DYou are my guests this week, and eyebrows.
drones found place.
as yesterday when General Jackson dred and fifty miles from our Indian sets and small liabilities,: and large
“
Have
you
broken
your
fiddle,
Reu
then
I
am
free
till
we
sail,'so
we
may
The
women,
among
whom
are
many
Uncle Josiah disapproved altogether
frontier.
latitude for fame, &c., we are prepared
go'home for the wedding,” Reuben rustic beauties, do much of the outdoor went to New Orleans during that very
of the violin. Never had he heard of ben 7”
One of our officers, at any rate, will to offer a bargain. We have been ten
memorable struggle, when he accom
“No,
and
I
am
going
to
leave
you
said.
work,
such
as
digging
garden
and
feeda fiddler plowing a field or raising
remember the Cossacks as long as he dered the position of night clerk in a
to-morrow. I ’ve been offered work in
And Uncle Josiah, with inward mis ing pigs. They wear Mother Hubbard panied the General as his body ser
stock. Never had he seen any practi
He describes the cotton bales lives. He accompanied an officer out brick hotel in Arkansas, and would be
givings about the boy, yielded to dresses cut from plain cloth, either vant.
cal good come from scraping a catgut, the city.”
“ Work in the city 1 Well, lad,it may Daisy’s pleading face and consented to brown, black or blue. Other colors piled up as a temporary fortification. side the mess ten t to look for some glad to accept it if we can work off our
and more than once instant destruction
Soon after this, at a time when the thing when the latter introduced him present enterprise on some unsuspect
are combined so as to give them a kind
was threatened Reuben’s one pleasure. be you are too peaked for farm work, the arrangement.
as a brother officer of cavalry, and he,
and will find it easier there. But, re -,
There was a quiet wedding. Reuben, of foreign-flag appearance. A snowy- General was away, Lucas was whipped in response, drank the health of the ing citizen. In writing for information
He grew afraid to raise the sweet
sounds he loved inside the farmhouse, member, if 3’ou fail, there’s always a in his greatest triumps, when crowned white cap is worn on the head, and a for some reason and ran-away. He re Cossacks. Before he well knew what don’t forget to inclose a stamp.—Donhome for you here, Reuben.”
heads were bent to listen to the voice sun-bonnet, either yellow, red or blue. members very well why he was whipped happened he was picked up by twenty ough ( Ga.) Weekly.
and would steal away to practice the
Reuben
grasped
the
hand
held
out
lessons his father had taught him, by
of his genius, would ever turn his eyes About the waist is wrapped or pinned but does not give the reason. He work strong arms and played ball with to a
Disappointing Children.
to
him
in
liis
long
slender
fingers,
and
the brookside, in the whispering woods,
to where, in some *quiet corner, he an affair resembling a small table ed liis way slowly north and crossed chorus accompaniment. I am not sure
his sobbing “ God bless you, sir 1” knew Daisy, too, listened to his violin. cover. The women also wear large into Canada at Black Rock, on the
or in the shady lanes.
that he was not embraced before they WRITTEN ESPECIALLY FOR THE AMERICAN
came
from his very heart.
wide-brimn ed straw ha.ts, having the Niagara River. Andrew Kirby, then
Nobody loved his violin but Daisy—
— The New Moon.
RURAL HOME BY EMIL LUDEICENS.
put
him down. This seems to be a
Not even to Daisy did he tell his new
sides tied down, forming what are custom collector at Fort Erie, shelter
Daisy would softly touch .the strings,
Cossack custom, and once a year their
ed
him
and
helped
him
to
cross
into
and listen with parted lips and shifting hopes, but he bade her be faithful, and, Peculiarities of People w ho Isolate called “scoops.” These are worn win
How keenly we all have felt it. Is
the King’s domain.
Lucas found em- own officers get “tossed,” and it is the
ter and summer.
color when Reuben worked the spirit whether he succeeded or failed, he
T h em selv es in Mifflin County.
there
a being in existence to-day who
greatest
honor
they
can
pay
you.
But
the family of General
Bait n f lafii yoavo U>o J-mioU poop]<1 plrtymi>ni. in
would return at the end of the year.
of music with his bow.
think
what
would
happen,
and
how
has
not
experienced it 7 I t is hardly
Brook, who was killed in the War of
Years passed away, and the boy be
When he took his place in the stage
In the southwestern half of the dia have been dividing into factions. 1812 at Queenstown Heights. Next he splashed they might be, if they let fall possible ; each has met with it in some
came a man. “ Scarcely worth his coach for the railway station, his new mond-shaped county of Mifflin, in this Young members are breaking off and
ran on the Niagra River, under Cap a twenty-stone old colonel that they degree, either small or great. Myster
salt,” Uncle Josiah pronounced him, friend was by his side.
State, are thickly settled a curious and others have been disregarding the rules tain John Clinch, for whom he worked did not like.—London Times.
ious as are the workings of Providence,
and yet he loved him well for his gen
unnoticed people. They form more so as to cause their excommunication. nine years, and was then discharged by
Little Daisy kept her heart true.
man believes he can penetrate to their
As no new supplies are coming in to
tle obedience, and his willingness to
depths and great is his disappointment
■Winter sped away, spring blossoms than half the population Of the broad; recruit the diminishing ranks, it is evi his employer because the latter con
B onaparte and M assena.
perform any task.
when his beliefs are set at naught by
bloomed and left, and the end of the and fertile valley in which they live.
“A dreamy gawk, in everybody’s year was drawing near. A letter came They are all farmers', and good farmers, dent that sooner or later this people sidered him to old to be useful.
the
contrary results from his set con
Lucas
was
then
sixty-two
years
old.
The officer who was despatched by
way,” Sue and Jennie said, but saved to Uncle Josiah :—
too, even if their methods are old-fash will become blended with the other
victions.
To-day we live, to-morrow
Lucas soon found employment again, General Massena to Napoleon during
Caucasians of their vicinity.
the choicest bit of the dainty country
we
die
;
the
flower blooms in all its
“ Will you bring Daisy to New ioned. Not one of them is known to
this time at Kingston, Qnt., where he the siege of Genoa in 1800, to give him
fare for Reuben.
beaut3’
and
grandeur,
it falls from its
York,” Reuben wrote, “and judge for be in want, for when one of their num
married his second wife. His slave information of his distressed situation,
T h e Strasburg Clock Outdone.
Only Daisy really understood the
ber meets with reverses in his business
stem,
withers
and
dies.
All nature is
yourself of my prospects 7”
wife had borne him seven children. thus wrote of the circumstance soon
sensitive nature, the tender heart, the
governed
by
an
unseen
power,
felt but
And Uncle Josiah, after a long con affairs, the others promptly supply him
The famous clock of Strasburg is His second a/id free wife had borne him after the emperor’s downfall:—“ I was,”
starving, longing intellect ; only Daisy sultation with Aunt Polly, concluded with the necessary money or lands.
not
realized,
and
a
power
beyond
the
grieved when the long, delicate hands ,to go. Daisy had a new dress of soft They seem to believe in socialistic put completely into the shade by “the seventeen. One daughter by this union - said he, “in Genoa with Massena. conception of man. Many are the
blistered aud bled over rough work, white muslin made, and bought a dainty principles, for they maintain an equality great World Clock, or the 10,000 year is now living at East Saginaw, Mich. Thirty-five thousand Austrians block things we are permitted to unravel and
and would never harden ; only Daisy straw hat in the village. Then Uncle of wealth among themselves. Yet each time indicator.” “ I t was constructed Her name is Mrs. Williams, and she is aded us by land, and the English fleet comprehend, but there are others,
filled Reuben’s heart. Daisy alone Josiah wrote to Reuben by what train one is decidedly economical and strives in Germany, during many years’ labor, seventy-one years old. Fifty years ago by sea. The inhabitants were starving. mighty in their working, which are im
kept him from the utter despair of to expect him, and the journey com to save every cent possible. The child by Christian Martin, clock maker.” Lucas removed to Brantford, Ont. Courier after courier made vain at penetrable. We ought to feel more
heart loneliness. So these young hearts,
ren are not sent away to school, as The clock marks the years and leap There he got work from the father of tempts to pass the enemy, but both by content with what is known, and seek
menced.
years and will run for a hundred cen Judge Stevenson, of Cayuga. The water and land failed they to effect a less to penetrate m3’steries that men
in eleven long y’ears, learned the story
Reuben was not at the depot, but in education is looked upon as one of the
of mutual truth, mutual independence, his place was a courteous gentleman, devices of the evil one, but instead turies, when, as the bill frankly admits, Judge, though now an old man himself communication with Bonaparte, or to during the past centuries have sought
sympathy, tenderness and devotion, who explained to Uncle Josiah that their children are “ hired out” to earn a its “ mechanic works will have to be remembers Lucas as a man about 70 years convey to him the desperate situation to unravel without success. And if the
changed.” The face of the clock is old when he,as a boy,was going to school. of the garrison. Messena one day thus effort to unravel them is made, too
which we call love. On the day when his nephew was detained by business ; few dollars.
For twenty-nine years Lucas was a addressed me : ‘Our lives depend on
Reuben was twenty-one, he told Uncle took the travelers to a hotel, where
The houses in which they live are about ten feet square and lias a large
much confidence should not be placed
driver
for the express company at communication with the First Consul.
Josiah he loved Daisy, and Uncle their rooms were engaged, and waited usually large wooden structures.. The number of dials and little niches where
upon the result.
122 little figures have their abiding Brantford and resigned the place ten We can subsist a certain number of
Josiah sadly shook his head.
Disappointment has no particular
while they had supper. Then, telling doors are in halves, so that in the sum
“ You’ll never be able to keep a wife, them he would take them to Reuben, mer the upper half may be left open. place. These latter, as ever-ready bill years ago for-the reason that he was days, and no longer—try your best.’ time when it comes, nor does it herald
Reuben,” he said, “never 1 I love he put them into a carriage and drove Carpets are unknown, and the floors explains, are “ to allegorize human getting along in j-ears aDd felt the I made my preparations, believing that its approach, but appears suddenly and
need of rest. He has the frame of a to hold out even so long as the general
Daisy too well to trust her to 3’ou. them to a white building, whose wide are bare,except where a kind of rug is life.”
brings with it distress as a closing
Every minute a sorrowful-looking once powerful man and stands six feet said was impossible. ‘Tell the First finale to happiness. I t is experienced
Why, look at it lad,; you’ve never hall was brilliantly illuminated. Here spread before the fire. The furniture
earned a full day’s wages since y’ou well dressed men and ladies in full is scant and cheap. No ornaments of angel hits a bell with a sledge hammer. three inches in his stockings. A year Consul,’ said Massena, ‘that we have in childhood, youth and through the
came to the farm. If y'ou’d give up evening toilets, were entering in any kind adorn the walls. There is no When he has done this fifteen times ago he sawed and split twenty-five ever beaten and foiled our enemies even successive years to old age. The first
3'our foolish fiddling now, you might crowds. Reuben’s friends led Uncle painting or papering, but only a heavy another angel in a red robe strikes the cords of wood for William E. Walling, in a state of famine and miser3’—there contact with it is the bitterest, but ex
Up to three years ago are nine of their colors.’ He pointed
make something of yourself; but as Josiah and Daisy to a Shat in the bril coating of solution of lime and water first quarter. “ The Genius,” dressed of Brantford.
perience lessens the severity of the
long as 3'our heart is in that sawing liant hall near the platform, and told on the sides and ceilings of the roomsv in a Louis NIY. costume, turns a dial he never wore spectacles, and during at them with an air of triumph that blows, or at least, the nature of man
and scraping, y’ou’ll be good for naught them that Reuben would soon come.
The barns are built not only to afford so that the figure is shown. A t the the summer of 1883, when visiting his had an effect upon my young and ar has become more hardened and the ef
son in Detroit, Mr. Lucas read the City dent feelings. I shall never forget it.
else. I t is m3’ advice to you to smash
fects are felt with less pain. The seeds
In Daisy’s hand he put a programme, a storehouse for the products of the same time a figure of a child appears
the fiddle over the first rock, and then and she wonderingly read of the musi surrounding farm, but apparently tjt> at a lower door. At the third a mid Hail clock from in front of the Kirk I t was the first time he had ever spoke of it are often planted in childhood in
wood House, across the Campus Mar- to me. I caught a portion of his en
I'll talk to you about Daisy.”
a careless manner, utterly regardless of
cal treat in store for her, only vaguely contain the products of farms which dle-aged man with spectacles and a
He then walked without the as thusiasm, and declared my determin the serious consequences that will re
Break the violin 1 destroy his dear comprehending it all. On every side may be purchased in the future. All high hat, and at the fourth a decrepit tius.
est friend, his sole comfort ! But for the buzz of conversation bore the name of these barns are painted either red or old wreck with a white wig. While all sistance of a cane, being 124 years old! ation to try my fortune. In the dead sult from these germs of misery. Pro
This is a most remarkable case of of a gloomy night I succeeded in get mises are mUde to children that are
Daisy—what would he not do for of the great L ----- , the famous violin brown, or, as some seem to prefer, a this is going on below, Death, in thft.
longevity.
Lucas is certainly as old as ting beyond the enemy’s lines, passing never intended to be kept, a terrible
shape
of
a
Comanche
Ir.d'an
v
.
Uh
Dais3’ ?
ist whose Cremona seemed gifted with dark yellow. All the fences and sur
mistake, too ; often made to quiet a
Musing thus, very sorrowfully’, Reu speech under the touch of his inspired rounding buildings are whitewashed wings, has been vainly endeavoring to stated, and from his appearance to-day on all fours close to a sentinel ; and, petit yearning ; little dreaming how
ben took the violin from its ease and fingers. I t was like a dream. A white- every year, and sometimes twice a hammer a bell in an upper niche, but promises to hang on for some time to by a circuitous route I ultimately infancy will cherish the promise which
went to the woods. Here lie sat upon robed lady came upon the platform year.
an angel has headed him off in every come. This man is probably the oldest reached Lausanne, %where Bonaparte it believes will be fulfilled ; especially
He has witnessed the then was. ‘How long can the general when the promise is made b3’ a parent.
a huge stone and pla3’ed his farewell, and sang ; a gentleman played a solo
These people came from Germany case and protected the human family person living.
developement
of
the most wonder hold out .?’ he asked me hastil3r. I told Promises thus made and unfulfilled
a dirge of hope. Great tears fell over upon the piano. Then there was a and settled here in the early part of the “ b3’ raising the right hand in an alle
give the first experience of disappoint
ful
era
in
the
world’s
history, and has him what Massena had said, but that ment, and if repeated will very natur
his pale cheeks as the weird, melan great noise of people clapping their present century. In religion as well gorical relation,” as per programme,
personal recollections of all the many I did not conceive it possible. ‘But ally increase a child's distrust, which
choly strain echoed through the space hands and stamping their feet, fairly as customs they resemble the Dunkards until the fourth quarter.
around him. Then he wrapped the bewildering poor, country-bred Daisy, and Quakers. Those who are orthodox
Then Death gets the better of the great events in the career of this nation. he will,’ said the First Consul, ‘very years will tend to increase. Trust and
well. By the 26 Prairial I shall have confidence should abide especially in
violin once, twice in his arms, kissed it
A great hush, and softly, familiar as • Amish, worship in each others houses, struggle, strikes the hour and bundles
beaten the enemy, and Geona will be fhe home circle and every effort should
tenderly, and lifted it high in the air a mother’s voice, there fell upon Daisy’s changing from house to house. They the old man off into eternity. The
T h e W ild Cossacks.
be made to ward off every attempt to
free.’ At this moment Bonaparte was
to smash it on a rock. But his heart ear the notes of a violin, bearing upon elect one of their number to preach for twelve apostles are trotted out each
mar it.
failed him, his arm dropped nerveless the air the melody of Reuben’s “ Carni them, and he has no previous prepara hour. Above them is a figure of
The Cossack dress, the long coat at Lausanne ; he had to pass the Alps
How pleasant the glimpse of a family’
to his side ; and he stood motionless,
tion except becoming able to read the Christ, “ who blesses with both hands and the hat and knife are so well known by St. Bernard, the strong fortress of circle, where trust and confidence ex
val of the Birds.”
Bar, the Tesin, and the Po, swollen by ists between the members of it. Love,
looking at his father’s legac3’.
She looked up then and met the soft, German Bible. He is not paid for his each apostles in passing,” as the bill in England, from drawings in the illus
Suddenly there stepped into the dark eyes of her lover watching her services, although he is expected to states with mathematical exactness. trated papers, that no description is the melting of the snow—in short, fantasy though it be called, although
indefinable, it exists in spirit, lives in
opening an elderly man, gra3’-haired face as he drew his violin across the •give an hour’s harangue each Sunday. A t morning, noon and night a number needed. I t is-a workmanlike dress un what to my mind, and that of any other the midst of the circle and instills hap
and dark eyed, and dressed in city at strings. 'N ot a sound but the music of At these meetings, which are always of bell-ringers ring their respective doubtedly, but not what an English' man, were obstacles no skill could sur piness in the air surrounding it. The
tire.
the wondrous violin broke the stillness long, they have a kind of feast after bells with vindictive energy and an old cavalry officer would call “smart.” mount in the time. Feeling for the smile of contentment rests upon each
“ So 3’ou would smash your violin ? of the vast room, where one man’s the services are over. A long table is man drops on his knees as if some one The horses, too, are more like rough misery of the garrison, I ventured to arid the warmth of that love is breath
ed upon all who approach it. .
he said. “ You had better sell it ; or, genius kept the crowd spell bound.
set with several large bowls of bean had kicked his legs from under him. cobs than horses, but they are said say, ‘General Consul, you have hereto
As continued disappointment hard
better still, play on it. Was it you I
It was over, and the great violinist soup and a large supply of “ half-moon” All these, and man37 other wonders, never to tire, and, in fact, they do look fore made us familiar with miracles, ens the nature of man, distrust is ex
heard playing as I. came through the was gone. Again the deafening tu pies. With this unvaried diet the3’ exposing the family secrets of the stout, useful beasts. Our officers and but I fear for the truth of your predic perienced and gradually confidence in
woods 7”
Zodiac, the heathen gods, the seasons, men may well take a lesson from them. tion that Genoa will have fallen.’ He fellow-man is lost, and a loneliness will
■ “ Yes, I was bidding my violin fare multuous applause, and Reuben was literally gorge themselves. They are
be endured too horrible to imagine.
back again playing an air unfamiliar to .opposed to war and to law. Many a the moon, and the globe all run regu- They are, as a Russian officer said, replied, ‘That is my affair, sir ; you
well.”

THE OLD VIOLIN.

M r . L awler , of Illinois, in Congress, one-half the rate allowed on more than States, and she knows where to locaté
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$3,800,000 to improving the Mississipi,
letters from the dead letter the dog gained on him, when he looked
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welfare of the people and directing the and $1,200,000 to improving the Mis directed
office.
around to see how near the creature
committee on labor to investigate into souri and Ohio. But these and many
was, and, tumbling over a stone, he
T h e Philosophy of V accination.
C onshohocken is the Pbœnixville of the underlying causes and to report other rivers of the Mississippi system
pitched over a precipice and broke his
Professor Tyndall explains the phil leg. Unable to move, and at the B o o ts a n d S h oes, F a in ts & Oils, &c., &c>, &c.
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necessary legislation. Other resolutions can now be sealed up at their Guif out
let by even a second rate naval power. osophy of vaccination as follows :— mercy of the beast, the poor fellow saw
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and demerits of Mr. Gladstone’s Irish to show its worth in visible and endur growth. In a soil lacking, or exhaust which
There was no one within reach of the
F loods in the South caused great de home rule and land reform scheme, in ing fixed and floating defences, iron ed of, the necessary constituents, the child’s voice, and he must have perish
struction to railroad and other prop advance of any definite knowledge as turrets, impregnable monitors, and un tree cannot live, the crop cannot grow. e d there or have dragged his broken
equalled guns. So it is with New Now, contagia are living things, which
erty in Tennessee and Northern Ala to what Gladstone's scheme is. This York harbor, whose annual appropri demand certain elements of life, just as limb along and destroy ed it, so as to
- A N T I G A P M IX T U R E is rather a humorous feature of the ations for dredging and blasting might inexorably as trees or wheat or barley ; render amputation necessary', if the dog
bama, Tuesday.
had not brought help. The dog went FOR T H E P R E V E N T IO N AN D CURE OF GAPS I N P O U LTR Y.
Anglo-Irish situation. By the way, it far better be intermitted for a few and it is not difficult to see that a crop off to the nearest house and barked for
T he condition o f Secretary of the is to be hoped that the English Prem years in order to furnish the defences of a given parasite may so far use up a help. Not receiving attention he made
-F O U E T R Y P O W D E R which would no longer leave billions of constituent existing in small quantities
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istration is growing worse. Mr. Mann believer in the germ theory ; and such the capital being hundreds of miles
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right way, as they come. Shoemaker
ing, it is true, is somewhat better to was the solution which, in reply to a
is in the lead. We would like to see bore five artisian wells in New Mexico, day and his physicians begin to ex question, I ventured to offer nearly located along the Missouri border,
western Kansas is deprived of a fair
him stay there until he wins the battle. where it is thought irrigation can be press themselves more hopeful of his fifteen years ago to an eminent phys representation both in State and nation}
recovery.
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P owderly, Grand Master Workman
both gone to bed. While there is noth than the really virulent one may suf
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of the Knights of Labor, is at present the United States should pay $20,000 a ing alarming as yet in the condition of fice ; and if, after having, by means of
P hiladelphia , March 39,1886.
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By reason of his wisdom and good such wells, when the committee shows of doctors is in demand. Mr. Garland without fatal result, the most highly there were received at the Farmers' Hay and
Straw Market 130 loads of hay and 35 of straw,
sense he is entitled to prominence, and distinctly that the gain to agriculture complains only of cold, as does Mr. virulent parasite be introduced into the which were sold at the following prices : ' r
system, it will prove powerless. This, Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 1 10(3)1 15 T H E U N D ER SIG N ED H A V IN G OPENED T H E OLD S T A N D OF
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Scientific\American.
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HYDROPHOBIA.
7,500 hogs 4,500.
L ogan introduced his army bill to not create surprise if one of the Terri Mr. Garland is a very robust man and
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The Kill nronoafta tories asks for $50,000 worth of bone used to hard work, but he is learning SHRINKING FROM IMAGINARY DOGS AND
Beef Cattle were lower at 2%a6c.
Sheep were in full supply at 2%@4%c.
that no man. however healthy, can sit
FALLING TO THE FLOOR A CORPSE.
to increase the army to 30,000 men. I t Oust, in t.he near future.
Lambs were lower at 3%©7%c.
down to an office grind of fifteen hours
N e w a r k , Mar. 3(L—Geo. W. Neal,
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a day for any considerable length of the dog-pound kéeper, who is suffering
A
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London
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Mr.
tion, for the reason that it would create
time and retain health and strength.
Philadelphia Produce Market.
unnecessary additional expense to the Joseph Chamberlain and Mr.'Trevelyan, The pressure of hard work on him for from hydrophobia, was slightly weaker
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F lour.
Government. Logan is a great army the seceders from Mr. Gladstone’s the last two or three months has simply up in a cháir by a window and his wife
Cabinet, are preparing a plan of open been killing. The same thing may be and mother were beside him. At 2 Pennsylvania Extra Family
man. He knows the soldiers vote.
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hostility to the government. They are said of Mr. Lamar. Add to this the o’clock this afternoon Dr. Biggs, of the Rye Flour
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arranging to make a statement to the worry and vexation of spirit of the Carnegie Labratory of Bellevue Hospi
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telephone case and the situation will
T he Edmunds resolution having been
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country, through the House of Com be better understood. Mr. Lamar has tal, New York, and Drs. Herold, Red Wheat
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disposed of public business can again
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mons, of their reasons for leaving the experienced a good deal of friction in Brodin and Wallace, of this city, visited Oats
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him. Several tests, such as opening
proceed at Washington, and Presiden
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62% Sc., Sc., which they are selling at city prices. Gall and examine our stock. No
cabinet and will accompany this state the matter of some of his subordinates. the window and presenting a glass of K y e
tial appointments will continue to be
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icians Neal spat in a saucer, and it is
beyond computation. The cost of it,
probable. Reports from all quarters of the same. The Interior Department is proposed to use the salva to inculcate Sides
7%
Shoulders
6
in dollars and cents, aggregates many
Ireland sent to Mr. Gladstone indicate twice too big and important for a single animals and note the effects. Neal had Pickeled Shoulders
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T he F oolish Man
A VERY INTERESTING
head and ought to be cut in two. It taken no nourishment since he was at Lard
thousand dollars. Statesmanship !
6 ©
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that the people are in a state of feverish has three bureaus particularly', each
SEEDS.
expectation and that the failure of the one of which is more important than tacked until to-day, when he ate an ap
chopped fine and seemed to relish Clover
n % © 12
T he farmers of Crawford county, home rule policy will lead to an out the War Department. The attempt on iple
irizx-o-cûûit
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the part of Mr. Lamar to discharge the effect of throwing him into spasms. Timothy
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this State, are politically aroused, and burst of violence.
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duties of the Interior according to his The physicians held along consultation
they propose to take part in the legis
Filled.with dismay at the
conception of them will use him up and agreed that Neal was suffering
—ABOUT—
frequent and large shoe
lative fight this year. Representatives
T h e River and H arbor Bill,
long before the end of his term. Mr. from hydroph'obia. They decided on in
T R A P P E
bills for his children he
of over twenty voting precincts in the
resolves to KNOW why
W ashington, Mar. 29.—As complet Hamilton said this afternoon that a jections of curaré, cocaine and mor Ladies Coats and Wraps,
it is that his neighbor Mr.
county have signed a call for a con ed by the House Committee, the River noticeable improvement had occurred phine to be made deeply along the cer
. Wiseman succeeds;
vention, consisting of three delegates and Harbor bill calls for an appropria in Secretary Manning’s condition and vical vertebrae. A vapor bath was also
he learns from him
C hildren’s C oats, &c.
the secret is buying ¡M r^
from each township, for the purpose of tion of $15,164,200. This prodigious that he was much better to-day. He given by steaming the room up to one
spoke more hopefully of his chances of
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nominating a farmer candidate for the sum is greater,- with a single notorious recovery than at any time since the hundred degrees. Dr. Herold stated
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exception, than has ever before been
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only
treatment
by
If you w ish a w e l l m ad e an d p e r f e c t f it t in g
Assembly. If this sort of enthusiasm proposed' in Congress for this purpose. Secretary was stricken down. The
CHASE THE BEST FURNITURE AT
which there would be any hope of sav
THE LOWEST PRICES.
—WINTER WRAP,—
reaches Montgomery county, what It is $3,765,500 larger than the bill improvement in Secretary Manning’s ing his life. The first injection was
offered in the last session of Congress, condition continues to-night. He was made at a quarter of five o’clock. After You can be suited now, as our stock is full of
then ?
The proprietor of the Trappe Furniture Wareand that was defeated, Experience so much better to-day that Dr. Lincoln the first injection Neal showed no per
desirable garments for this season..
rooms has made extensive preparations to
seems to teach nothing to the managers visited him but twice, instead of five ceptible signs of a change and was quite
meet the demands of the Spring trade,
I t is beginning to dawn upon the of this annual measure. The objections times, as has been hi® daily- custom.
rational at times. He conversed with
and be is better prepared than
average Democratic mind that the civil to river and harbor bills, as now con The doctor said to-night that there was his wife, mother and children when We advise customers that as a general rule it is
ever to give satisfaction to cus
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he talked of nothing but dogs and gaz
Silk, or Terry
miserable humbug of modern times.
at World’s Fair, N. Or
—MADE TO ORDER—
Secretary is still very weak, but he has
leans. Above is the trade
Thousands of Republican office holders troduction of private enterprises as improved.” He does not yet pronounce ed steadfastly into the corners of the
mark which .must always
objects of national bounty. So long as
. What is needed in this line, and we have
under a Democratic administration are two or three millions a year were asked the Secretary out of danger, but he room to discover whether any of the
have our full name on the
animals were' hidden there.
Drs.
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sole of every pair“ Solar
“ laughing in their sleeves” and quietly for to improve national seaports and says the fear of a second attack is les O’Gorman arid Brodin made'á visit to
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congratulated upon their success— for the fiscal year ending June 30, able to go about. The Secretary was on the floor. As soon as the physicians
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entered Neal said : “ I want to be
AND
plucked out of defeat.
1881, nearly nine millions were appro resting so comfortably when the doctor placed on the bed.” The doctors hast
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thought it unnecessary to ma’.e his on raising him he had to be carried.
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T he blind chaplain of the House of eleven and a half, a distinct popular usual visit at ten o’clock,
Ash and WALNUT SIDEBOARDS,
outcry arose against this reckless hand
At $8.Q0 to $30.00 per yard.
He could pot wall*. It was at this mov
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vantage of his position, by offering was not heeded, and the very next year
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in them which will undoubtedly be a pre
On Hand. Just Received attractive assortment of
inclined to think the blind chaplain is ous managers and advocates of the ber of physicians of Chester county as in the room shrank baok in terror, with
vailing pattern not only for this sea
great job were defeated, and at the next sembled there on Thursday afternoon the exception of Mrs. Neal, who clung
after notoriety—and he’s getting it. session no River and Harbor bill at all
son, but next winter.
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Introducing a River and Harbor bill, pupils. The committee was composed and there was a cold sweat on the face
windy supplications.
Direct from Potteries. Fall and Winter opening
to start with, of more than fifteen mil of Dr. N. A. Pennypacker, of Schuyl Neal lay gasping and glaring, but was
of Ladies, Gents’ and Children’s
5229 H igh S treet,
lions is not reassuring, since it is kill township, as representative of the unable to utter a word. The physicians
T h e striking laborers are about to
familiar experience that any such
that all hope was gone, and, after
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resume work on the railways of the measure is augmented, during its pass, order of G- A, R, ; Dr. Jjaurie R, saw
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Hulme, of West Ohester ; Dr. Morris imparting this information, took their
Southwest, although the serious diffi age through Congress, by the persist Fussel, of East Pikeland ; and Drs. P. departure. A few moments after, at
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to Knights of Labor, which' was a calm when, a few years ago, the enormous Jacob Emory, before whom they testi
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promptly executed in the best manner.
, ^O E
reg istered Trade-Mark, a n d o u r
self one way or the other. The cause priation bill just passed calls for about time have they experienced harsb is one of the few dealers, if not the
wooden and tinware.
fae-slm ile signature. A. C. Meyer & Co., Sole
Dec.31,3rao.
$75,000,000,
which
is
$15,000,000
more
P
roprietors,
b
altim
ore,
Md.,
U.
S.
A.
_
only
dealer,
indogs’
meat
in
this
treatment, nor hnnger, nor $ny stint in
<of the extensive strike was not so
than that of last year, when no River the way- of clothing. She believes the country. He keeps it on hand to sell
much on account of low wages as the and Harbor bill was enacted. To add
school to be in as good a condition as to persons who think it may be good
QOLLEGEV'ILLE HALL,
Prices. Extra Fat Fish 15 lbs.
discharge of a workman. Unquestion thirty millions to public expenditures is possible of placing it with tbp funds for their health, and also fries out the
DR. BULL’S COUGH SYRUP At Rook Bottom
in a bucket, only 95 cts.
ably tl.« Knights of Labor delegated in these two measures alone would be given for the purpose,
fat and sells it as .a curb fpp colds,
J. W. S. GROSS, P r o p r i e t o r .
For the cure of Coughs, Colds, Hoarse
Highest prices paid for country produce In
-*5
0»---- rheumatism, and troubles of the chest.
exchange, at
ness, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis,
to themselves entirely too much au no trifle for the Treasury'. But in ad
New school for dancing, classes formed every
a permanent annual increase of
There is a woman in the Chicago He says that the meat of a fat dog has
Whooping Cough, Incipient Con
Wednesday evening, for Ladies and Gentlemen.
thority and overstepped all proper dition
sumption, and for the relief of con
over six millions to the Government’s post office whose employment is to cor a rich, delicate flavor that everybody
Waltzes
taught rapidly. Private lessons given.
F E l s T T O l s r S
bounds. When will Labor cease to be pension expenses has just been author rect misdirected letters. Her brain is relishes who tastes it, and there is no
sumptive persons in advanced stages
For particulars address
. .
of the Disease. For Sale by all Drug
NEWHOFF & WILLIAMSON,
Labor’s worst enemy ?
ized by Congress, in its bi}| raising by a business directory of the United finer looking meat than dressed dog.
gists. Price, 25 cents.
C ollegeyille, F a .
feb,4-2m.
Iron bridge, Montg. Co., Pa.

Providence Independent

D O W ls T

I

D O W N T

I

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OE

D R Y GOODS, Groceries,
"Wood ware, W illow ware,

%

JOSEPH

G.

GOTWALS,

'-COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.—

Joseph W . Culbert, Druggist.

OH YES!

OH YES.

NOTICE! NOTICE! NOTICE!

-DRY GOODS, ¡¡£ NOTIONS,-»( G R O C R R I R S K « -

HAKD, GLASS, QUEENS,

H A T S ,

TINW ARE i'

S O O T S ,
S H O E S ,

C. J . & J . M. B U C K L E Y ,

✓

ANNOUNCEMENT!

PARLOR SUITS !

F E N T O N ’S !
BOOTS

SHOES !

Howard Leopold,

V!

JO H N S. K EPLER,
S K IP P A C K -

BED BLANKETS !

CARRIAGES & WAGONS

CHOICE GROCERIES !

Providence Independent
T hursday, April I, i386.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
in this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
tising medium the “Independent" ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.
I’EKKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :
FOB P H IL A D E L PH IA AJTD POINTS SOTJTII.

M
i l k
. .................
6.47 a. m.
Accommodation.............,. ■. .......8 .0 7 a. m:
Market.. . . . . . . . . . __ __ '. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .1.80 p. m.
A cco m o d atio n ........................................ 4.84 p. m.
FOR ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND W EST.

Mail........................................................ 7.17 a. m.
Accomodation........................................9.14 a. m.
Market........................ • • .....................3.13 p. m.
Accommodation.................................... 6.46 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

Milk.___ . .. A £ L . X ? . ..
........... 6.56 a. m.
Accomodation.................. -..................4.49 p. m.
N O RTH .

Accommodation........................ . 9.33' a. m.
Milk........................................................ 5.41 p. m.

| ^Sp’Att communications, business or
otherwise, transmitted to us through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0.,
hereafter.
H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks
F rom Abroad.
—Moving day.
—.Have you changed your base?
—First o f April, with its numerous
financial obligations, is on deck.
—Blanchford’s annual sale of car
riages, wagons, &c., will occur on Sat
urday, April 10, at Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel. The seeret of Blanchford’s
success is that he is bound to give bar
gains. See adv.

50 YEARS ON T H E SAME FARM.
—Once more we remark that all com
munications for publication received at
Tobias Reifsnyder, of Limerick
this office are forthwith consigned to township, recently sold his farm of
the waste basket, unless accompanied thirty-one acres to S.Snyder,of Charles
with the names of the writers.
town township, Chester county.
The
sale took place on the fiftieth anniver
sary of the day on which Mr. Reif
Squeezed.
snyder purchased the property from
Harry Adleman, one of the brake- Thomas Dismant, and he has lived on
men on the Perkiomen Railroad, ’was it ever since. .
caught between the bumpers of two
ballast cars, at Ironbridge, Tuesday
BRANCH OFFICE.
morning, and narrowly escaped with
Dr.
M.
Y.
Weber, of Evansburg, has
his life. His body was tightly squeezed
between the bumpers, and his in opened a branch office at the residence
juries are regarded as rather serious. of P. M. Hunsicker, Ironbridge. Office
hours : From 1 to 6 ? . m . , every day.
Dr. Weber is a physician of pronoun
County Courts.
ced medical ability, and the citizens of
Judge Boyer will hold license Court our neighboring town should congratu
at Norristown on Saturday next, April late themselves that he has decided to
3d, and Motion Court on April 5th. locate himself, part of his time, among
Argument Court to be held on May 3d; them.
Special Civil Court will commence on
K IN D ERG A RTEN .
Monday, May 24th, and Monday, May
31st. The next term of Criminal Court
The Cottage Kindergarten, at this
will commence on Monday, May 31st. place, in charge of Miss Sallie E. Fenstermacher, will open its spring term
F eel T h irty F e e t W ith o u t Injury. at Miss Fenstermacher’s residence, on
Monday, April 5th, at 9 a. m. The
Charles Burke Cooke, employed in instructress will be gratified to see a
Rambo’s quarries, Upper Merion, was goodly number of little ones, from 3 to
engaged on Tuesday, last week, in re 1 years of age, present at the opening
moving the rigging from a derrick, of the term. She promises to put forth
when he lost his hold and fell to a tin her best efforts to please her patrons
roof, a distance of thirty feet, and and instruct and entertain the children.
strange to say. escaped uninjured.
There must be *considerable elasticity
PER ILO U S POSITION.
in Mr. Cooke’s make up.
Sallie, the ten-year-old daughter of
Rev. L. Groh, of the upper end of this
A nother Bridge Jury.
county, fell into an abandoned well on
The Court has appointed a jury to Sunday. The well contained fourteen
view the Schuylkill bridge at Port feet of water. She went under twice
Kennedy and assess damages for free but succeeded in grasping the pump
ing it from tolls, consisting of the fol stock and holding fast until assistance
lowing gentlemen : J. Dutton Steele, came. The accident caused great ex
of Pottstown ; R. Brooke Evans, citement, as the child was a great
Limerick.; Frank M. Hobson, Upper favorite.
Providence ; John McGlean,Norriton ;
A FT E R F IV E YEARS.
D. O. Hitner, Whitemarsh ; and Wrii
W est C hester , March 29.—Nearly
L. Rittenhouse, Springfield.
five years ago B. Frank Cheever, a re
spectable dealer in cattle up that time,
Religious.
suddenly disappeared from liis home
Services in Trinity church, this near this borough. It was discovered
place, next Sunday morning at 10 that his flight was.due to a number of
o’clock. Rev. S. O. Perry,’ of the forgeries, the names of some of the
Lower Providence Baptist church, parties used by him being among those
of his best friends. In the January
will preach the sermon.
sessions a true bill was found against
Rev. Mr. Taylor will conduct the him for forging and this morning his
services at the Episcopal church, arrest was effected at a point near
Evansburg, next Sunday morning and Columbia, Lancaster county. He was
evening. Rev. Mr. Waterman’s cbn- brought here this evening and lodged
nection with said church was finally in jail. He is about sixty years of age,
dissolved recently.
married and well connected.

Died.
Last Friday evening death visited
the home of Milton C., and Hattie
Rambo, Lower Providence, and claim
ed their son, J. Brown Rambo, aged
about five years, as its own. Pneu
—Governor Pattison has proclaimed monia was the cause of his death, from
April 15th, as Arbor Day. Let every which he suffered about a week. The
many friends of the afflicted parents
man, woman and child plant trees.
sincerely sympathize with them in their
—Levi Spear, verterinary surgeon, of season of sorrow. The funeral was
Grater’s Ford,intends to give his whole held Tuesday. Interment in Lutheran
time to the profession hereafter. He is co m ete ry , T ra p p e.
spoken of as being an efficient Y. S.
F rom Oaks.
—Charles Buckwalter, of Lafayette,
Indiana, son of the late George BuckMovings are the order of the day,
waiter, of Pottstown, was in town last and our dear friends, the democrats,
Friday. He paid this office a pleasant are losing quite a number of their most
active workers. Joseph Rittenhouse,
visit.
Isacc Kulp, John E. Force,and a dozen
—Mr. Favinger, mail carrier between other citizens of the immediate neigh
this place and Boyertown, desires to borhood are changing, their bases. The
say that he will always be ready to number of movings outstrips all other
convey railway passengers who alight seasons in this section, within our
here, to distant points, or wherever knowledge.
they may desire to be conveyed.
Samuel H. Hallman’s sale, last Fri
—D. H. Casselberry, the Lower day, was well attended and good prices
Providence horse dealer of fair fame, were realized.
will arrive at his stables near this place,
next Monday, with another lot of
The board of Directors of the Dairy
superior Virginia horses.
men’s Milk Protective Association met
the Phoenix Hotel, on Saturday and
—The home musical talent is ever so at
organized by electing the following
good—when it’s too inconvenient or too officers : President, Geo. Wolf; Viceexpensive to secure the article abroad. President, W. H. Roberts ; Treasurer,
Now let’s have another long preamble William Sheppard ; Secretary, Jos. W.
about “ home encouragement.”
Thompson; Agent, T. P. Walker.
^—A Lebanon county farmer who had
a public sale of his stock farming im
Lim eicrk Square Notes.
plements, etc., engaged a band of music
for, the occasion. The scheme Worked
I. T. Miller’s horse sale on Thursday
successfully beyond his expectations, last was the largest attended horse sale
the attendance being unusually large of the season. Fair prices ruled.
and the bidding spirited. All his things
A subject of much speculative gos
brought big prices.
sip, was happily realized on Saturday
—Mrs. Magdalena Kulp, of Skippack evening last, when Mr. Harry W. Gra
township, this county, died recently at ver and Miss Annie Ottinger were
the age of 95 years. She was the widow joined in holy wedlock by Rev. O. P.
of John Kulp, who died 31 years ago. Smith. Mr. and Mrs: Graver have the
She was the mother of 12,children and best wishes of Us & Co., for thir future
leaves surviving her, 6 children, 23 happiness, and may their voyage
grandchildren, and 21 great-grand through life be much more calm and
children.
agreeable than the weather was on their
—We are reliably informed that at wedding “ev’ing as the sayin’ is.”
least two new houses will be built at
We noticed in your last issue as well
this place, during the coming season. as other issues, the subject of old spin
A dozen -more would be none too many. ning wheels.
The age of the oldest
Be thankful, prospectively, for the two wheel of the two, we understand is 113
and hope for the balance.
years. Now, of course we must ac
knowledge Trappe’s superiority over
—A Bible 156 years old, among the Limerick as regards monuments, old
effects of Henry Hollowbush, "late of landmarks, and gun clubs, but as to
Frederick township, was sold on Satur “ye olden cotton mills,” we must ask it
day for $3.00.
to take a back seat.
Your correspon
'—At the fall election this year will dent is the possessor of a spinning
be elected a Congressman, State Sena wheel bearing the following, rudely
tor, five Assemblymen, District At carved :—“J, A.-K. 1169.” Hence the
torney, Sheriff, Treasurer, Director of age is 115 years, We claim 4the belt
until beaten by Trappe, and we'll see if
the Poor, and Coroner.
they can trot,out an older spinner than
—Jacob Childs, President of the this one.
Norristown Town Council, died last
Thursday after a very brief illness of
L. L. Bechtel, of Pottsgrove, has
apoplexy, aged about sixty-eight years, the barrel of a pistol which he found
lie had been Treasurer of the borough inbedded in a forked stump of an old
and Councilman for about four years. tree at Valley Forge, a few days ago.
—Mr. Wm. M. Singerly lost two The article is without doubt a relic of
valuable Holst.ein cows last week at his the Revolutionary army. The barrel
farm in Whitpain. Several others of is well rusted, but can be easily recog
nized as being part of a pistol such as
the herd have been sick.
was used at that time.
—-Read what Joel Freed says about
agricultural implements, in another
A remarkably handsome woman is
column.
said to be the moving spirit in aphilan—Another apple sale at Gross’Hotel, thropical movement in Russia to supply
next Saturday at 9 a. m. Go buy a the poor of that country with DV Bull’r
barrel of apples 1
Cough Syrup,
In chronic and stubborn cases neu
—The “office cat” across the way is
in a thriving condition. Cats alwaj’s ralgia, gout, and rheumatism use Salva
thrive well in old buildings ; so do tion Oil. It is the greatest pain-destroy
er of the age, Price only 25 cents.
mice, rats and roaches.

—E. Lehman Rue,leader of the Eure
ka orchestra, Allentown, is not very
tall; in fact he’s rather small,physically;
but when it comes to orchestral music,
he is certainly immense. So are his as
sociates.

T E R R IB L E .

It is terrible to relate, but we can’t
help it. A queer specimen of human
ity, hatleSs and bootless, with a great
red handkerchief encircling his neck,
came tearing down the pike yesterday
at a break-neck pace. Some of the
pedestrians who saw him coming, got
on the other side of the fences along
the line and screamed ; a few ran into
the store, and others escaped the im
pending danger as best they could, and
me "wno was it” sped on until be ac
cidentally came into contact with the
trunk of a mighty tree. The shock
prostrated (jim for a moment only. He
soon regained his perpendicularity, and
away he went. Just as he reached the
railroad an engine, about leaving the
station, occupied the crossing. The
unfortunate fellow was bound to take a
straight course, if it did lead him over
the top of the locomotive. He made a
spring, felt the hot boiler iron, yelled
“ouch,” took a big jump and landed on
the other side. The feat was a mar
velous one, and those who saw it can’t
get done talking about it. The excite
ment all along the line was wild, and
men, women and children strained their
eyes to catch a last glimpse of the
strange obstacle ; and the whole popu
lace was in an uproar. It wa3 an un
usual occurrence, rather more so than
—“All Fool’s Day.”
From Our T rappe Correspondent.
Mr. Styer has rented his large farm
house to a gentleman named Thomas,
who intends to arrange , the same for
keeping summer boarders. Mr. Styer
proposes to occupy the store house.
Trappe has no longer an evening
mail. Mr. Favinger the mail carrier,
removed to Collegevilfe last week, and
to continue carrying the evening mail
now would necessitate an extra trip.
He takes no stock in extra trips unless
there is sufficient boodle in them. Our
people are very much inconvenienced
by the present arrangement.
The-grammar school will close to
day (Thursday), and the primary de
partment will close to-morrow.
The members of Sliunk Hall Literary
Society are busily engaged in preparing
for their closing exercises to be held in
Masonic Hall, this place, on Saturday
evening, April 2. Among other in
teresting features a eulogy will - be de
livered on Francis R. Shunk, and the
Sliunk Hall Gazette will be read.
Anthony Poley and his men are en
gaged in erecting the Wagon house
which was recently demolished by’ the
storm.
Rev. John Bomberger, son of Dr. J.
H. A. Bomberger ; ■preached in St.
Luke’s Reformed church, last Sunday
evening.
The spring and summer term of the
Sunday School connected with the
Lutheran church will open on Sunday
morning next at 8:45. This school as
well as a few others in this vicinity,
have been open the whole of the past
winter.
Rumor has it that Doc. Williamson,
of electric battery notoriety, has gone
to Florida, and that he took his horse
and carriage with a view of driving the
whole distance. How much truth there
is in the rumor your correspondent
js unsuile to say.
deans .
SU SPEC TED OF MURDER.

Michael Martin, of Conshohocken,
this county, was arrested on Monday
and lodged in the county prison,
charged with the murder of his wife

Mary. Martin ils a foundryman, and
both man and wife were given to drink.
The husband was the chief offender.
Fortunately the couple have no child
ren'. The neighbors heard them quar
reling on Friday, night, and a noise as
of one beating another. Martin was in
violent altercatioin with his wife. On
Saturday morning, the woman did not
appear about the house as usual, and
her husband stated that she was con
fined to bed with illness. He brought
her niece from Manayunk to attend to
her, but did not call in medical assist
ance, and went about his business as
usual. The woman never spoke, but
remained in an unconscious Condition.
The little niece found an ugly scalp
wound in the back of lier aunt’s head
and bruises on her back and sides, such
as would be produced when beaten
with a man’s closed fist: At about 6
o’clock Monday morninh Martii) saw
his wife was dying and went to look
for a doctor. He did nqt find the one
he sought, and returned home to find
that the woman had just died. The
neighbors reported the cate to Coroner
Aikins, who held an inqpest. Martin
said his wife was injured by falling
down stairs. The jury h|ld Martin for
the crime.
By a Special R e p o rter.

/

Zwinglian Anniversary.
Last Thursday evening the Zwing
lian Literary Society connected with
Ursinus College pf this place held its
sixteenth anniversary in the College
Chapel. Although the evening was some
what disagreeable, yet thp house was
filled to overflowing. Many were com
pelled to stand in the hallway.
The
music, which was'the finest ever had at
an anniversary,was given by the Eureka
Orchestra of Allentown ; whose reputa
tion has long since been established at
the Ursinus commencements.
The
program was very ably rendered, and
the orations showed a high degree of
taste and care in their preparation.
The program was as follows: Salutatory,
“ Singleness of Aim,” OswilH.E.Rauch.
First oration, “Temptations of Youth,”
Wallace H. Wotring. Second oration,
“Emptiness of Human Greatness,” Cal
vin.IT . O. Derr. jTjhird Oration, “ Suc
cess,” A. B. Wolfinger. Eulogy, Geo.
Peabody, Thaddeus S. Krause. Zwing
lian Oration, “Self Knowledge,” D.
Charles Murtha. The salutatorian in
a few well chosen remarks welcomed
the large audienc^assembled. He then
showed in a beautiful* manner, that
success and eminence in life was only
acquired by aiming to do one thing at
a time; “one step at a time and that
well placed we reach the grandest
height.” Mr. Rauch is a fine speaker,
and the applause that he received as he
retired from the stage showed the ap
preciation of his effortThe second
speaker, although a young man himself,
portrayed in glowing colors, the temp
tations which await the young man of
to-day; Mr. Wotring has a pleasing
voice and bids fair to rank high among
the orators of Ursinus.
The third
speaker lifted the golden curtain that
lianas over human_arp.atneas„and show
ed in a pleasing manner the emptiness
of human greatness. The picture he
drew should.be a warning to all stu
dents who burn the midnight oil with
no higher end in view than to gain the
honors of their class. Air. Derr has a
pleasing voice that at once attracts the
attention of his audience. The fourth
speaker took for his subject “ Success”
and its manner of preparation and the
style in which he delivered it, plainly
allowed it to be the best production of
the evening.
Throughout his whole
oration could be traced the one great
principle that “success is gained mainly
by our efforts.” It was Mr. Wolfinger’s
first appearance before the public of
Collegeville, and the results of his past
labor are indeed surprising. The Eulo
gist departed from,! lie custom of taking
men who are famous for great and he
roic* deeds, and chpo.se one who is
known to tje world qs a benefactor to
his fellow-men. Mr. Krause as he came
upon the stage was greeted with hearty
applause. He was the orator of the
evening, but’owing to the fact that his
voice is just changing, and that he had
contracted a slight cold, hp was com
pelled to hesitate during his speech to
clear his throat. But his power of de
scription, his clear and distinct enuncia
tion, his pleasing voice and manner at
once pronounced him the orator of the
evening. The Zwinglian Oration which
is always the prominent feature of the
.anniversary was upon the highly in
teresting theme “ Self Knowledge,” by
D.Charles Murtha of Phila.*Mr.Murtha
is a fine writer and a pleasant speaker,
and concluded the exercises of the
evening in a manner that.reflected honor
not only on himself, but upon the so
ciety with whose fair name he links his
own.

$Ioo.oo in Prizes.
We offer and will pay $io for the
largest list of words given in the . de
fining part of Webster’s Dictionary,
formed from the word Illustrated. $io
for the best temperance poem. $io for
thé best cOmic poem. $io for the best
story of 1000 words. $io for thé best
song and music. $io for the best pen
and ink sketch. $5 for the best three
riddles. $5 for the nearest guess at
the number o f“and”s in our next May
number. $5 for the most difficult ten
questions in Grammar, with proper
answers. $5 for the most difficult ten
questions in Arithmetic, (not puzzles,)
with proper answers. $5 fer the best
poem by boy under 12 years. $5 for
the best story by girl under 12 years.
£5 for the best explanatory solution of
the question : “ How often, and at
intervals has July 4th occurred on
Sunday during the Christian era ?” $5
for the best explanatory solution of the
question : “ A man starts Monday noon
and travels Westward, keeping up with
the sun—where does he first find Tues
day noon ?” Send 10c. for sample
paper and conditions. A beautiful
present with each paper. M u n y o n ’s
III. W o r l d , Philadelphia, Pa.
Young mothers should be told by
more experienced matrons, that Dr.
Bull’s Baby Syrup is the only safe
medicine to give the little ones. Try it.
Farmers claim that Day’s Horse Pow
der is invaluable for horses and cows in
winter.
Nervousness and indigestion are both
relieved by a few doses-of Dr. Bull’s
Baltimore Pills.
M ARRIAG ES.
March 27. At the Lutheran Parson age,Trappe,
Pa., by Rev. O. P. Smith, Mr. Henry W. Gräber
and Miss Annie Ottinger,- both of Limerick,
Montg. Co., Pa.

pU B LIC SALE OF

A PPLES!
Will be sold at Public Sale on SATURDAY,

A Fragm ent.

Plants, Seeds, Bulbs, &c.

The rosy, dimpled fingers of the spring
Yon endless stretch*of happy woodland fills;
With myriad millions of new-opening leaves;
But when the autumn from the tasseled hills
Shall bear the rustling sheaves,
The few pale waifs that may be lingering
Will surely perish in the winter's ills.

Cabbage, early. — Earliest, Doz. 100 1000
Early Market, jersey Wake
field and Henderson's Early
Summer,
10
65 5.00
Cauliflower—new EarlySnow25
ball,
Egg Plants, — Large Round
Purple,
30
Pepper,—Ruby King, Sweet
The warm, full currents of life's crimson tide
Spanish, and Golden Dawn,
18
$1 7.00
Tomato, —Early Mayflower,
In yon great city's inter-locking walls
Trophy,
Livingston's
Favor
Throb through a million hearts that feel no
12
ite,Climax,&Golden Queen,
75 6.00
fejft-;
Tomato,—New Mikado, and
• 35
Turner's Hybred,
But when the frost of life's sad autumn falls
The above are all transplanted
On Hope's wide field turned sere,
Beet,—New Eclipse, very ear
The few that he not moldering side by side
ly and red,
an 6
40
Will wait in sorrow till death kindly calls.
Cabbage,—late, Flat Dutch
40 3.00
and Large Drumhead,
Perhaps each waking of the vernal year
Celery,—New Dwarf Golden
Heart, and Half Dwarf,
A little fairer is than was the last,
40 3 00
Perhaps each following age makes more Celery,—New White Plume &
Golden Self Bleaching,
60 5.00
divine
Sweet Potato Plants,—yellow
The mould in which the human soul is cast;
80 2.50
nansemond,
GARDEN, FIELD AND FLOWER SEEDS,
If not, the; sun doth shine 1
GRAPE VINES, AND OTHER SMALL FRUITS.
On earth in vain—vain is all hope or fear,
14 inch Philadelphia or Pennsylvania Lawn
The future can but recreate the past.
Mowers for $11.00.—other sizes in proportion.
Robert Burns Wilson, in the Southern Bivouac. SLUG SHOT, the best remedy for insects in
general, 5 lbs. for 30 cents. 100 lbs. for $4.50.
RIMBY'S LAWN ENRICHER, for lawns, roses,
gardens, <&c. 25c. for 5 lbs.,. $1.00 for. 25 lbs.
OTICE I
Wire Flower Stands, Implements, &c.
N
GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS.
I
take this method to inform my patrons, andROSES,
GERANIUMS, COLEUS, PETUMIAS,
the public in general, that on and after April BÉGONIAS,
PALMS, and other choice plants at
1st, 1886, all business transacted at the Iron- very low rates.
or send in your orders
bridge Mills will be done strictly on a cash basis. early, as I mean Come,
to close out . my stock very,
Frequent losses have forced me to take this new quickly. If you want
anything
in my line,drop
departure, and I have every reason to believe me a postal and an answer will be
returned by
that I can best serve my customers and myself next mail.
by adhering to the proposed plan.
All orders by mail and those left-with the ColD. M. HUNSICKER.
legeville Bakers will receive prompt attention
and be delivered on their routes free of charge.
Respectfully Yours,
.. .
¡’OR SALE !
A LOT OF STRAW. Apply to
WARREN H. GRATER, Collegeville, Pa.

F

OR RENT 1

A farm of sixteen acres in Lower Providence
township, between Arcóla station and the Level
School. For further particulars apply-to
JEREMIAH MULVIHILL.

F° R RENT 1
Part of house—4 rooms and kitchen. Posses
sion given first of April. Apply to
JACOB WEIKEL, near Trappe.

APRIL 3, *86, at .Gross7 Collegeville Hotel, 50
OR RENT 1
Barrels of Apples, best varieties. This is a
choice lot of fruit. Sale at 9 o’clock, A. M.
A house, near Trappe, having two large rooms
L.H.Ingram,auct.
' W. H. ROGERS.
first floor and three rooms on second floor.
Also at the same time and place will be sold a on
For further particulars inauire ot_
„„„„„
lot of manure by. th e ton.
Jan.28,tf.
DAVID TYSON.

H O R A C E RIMBY,
mar.4-4m.

S e e d s m a n a n d F lo ris t,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

COLIEŒEVILLE

MARBLE YARD !
J.H.C. BRAD FO RD ,Prop’r.

TOMBSTONES
MONUMENTS

&c., of any design desired promptly fur-1
DLANCHFORD’S
nished at the lowest possible prices con:'
p
O
R
SALE
CH
EAP!
sistent with good worKmanship. All de
O
PTTRTiTf SALE OF
PUBLICsigns executed in the best manner. Estimates
A
Two
Horse
Power
Thresher
and
Separator
for all Kinds of worn pertaining to the business
Carriages, Wagons & C . in first-class order. Also 64 ft. gum belting, 3% cheerfully
given.
febl8tf.
Will be sold at Public Sale on SATURDAY, in. wide. Apply to
L. E. GRIFFIN,
APRIL 10, ’86, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 3 mar.!8-lm.
Yerkes, Pa.
New Sidebar Buggies, 3 new Phaetons, 1 second
hand Phaeton, Jenny Lind Carriage,second-hand
sidebar buggy, 3 second-hand top buggies, 2 ex F O R SALE !
press wagons, market wagon, suitable for one or
I desire to bring to the attention of Farmers, L.
two horses ; 2 farm wagons good as new, 1 four
A two year olcf COLT, extra stock. Apply to
L. CROCKER'S AMMONIATED BONE
inch tread farm wagon. Harness, halters, &c,,
JOHN G. DETWILER,
and the stock and fixtures, of a harness shop. mar.!8-tf
..near Upper Providence Square.
Also 3000 feet of seasoned Oak Plank, and other
articles not mentioned. Sale at 1 o’clock. Con
ÈED POTATOES FÖR SALE !
ditions: 90 days credit oh all sums exceeding $10.
L.H.Ingram,auct,
W. H. BLANCHFORD.
A new variety of seed potatoes—Famous
UBLIC SALE OF
Beauty—in lots to suit purchasers. The potatoes which stands high in commercial val* c; is not in
jurious to plant germs, and is equal o any in the
are all of large size. Apply to
market in ammonia,blood and bone phosphate. It
mar.18
J. R. DORWORTH, Trappe, Pa.
is one of the best phosphates now used. I also
recommend the ROSEBONE PHOSPHATE,com
Will be sold at Public Salé, on SATURDAY,
posed of guano, the balancé dissolved bone
PRIL 3, ’86, at my Factory at Centre Point, pR O P O S A L S FOR A PRIL.
and potash. It has given complete satisfaction
i., 25 CARRIAGES, consisting of Dexter,Maud
on all crops.. Price: $29.50 delivered. In addition
i two and three spring one-seated Phaetons,
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em to these I will sell a valuable fertilizer, imported
crlit side-bar Falling top Carriages, &c., &c. ployment. of Montgomery County invite sealed from South America, a Superior
ere is a chance for bargains. Sale at I cTctock. proposals for the following articles, at the above
onditions by
D. B. KEY8ER.
named almshouse .
Natural Guano!
ON MONDAY, APRIL 5, 1886.
8 pieces Scotch diagonal.
which will analyze 5 to 7 per cent, in ammonia—
UBLIC SALE OF
6 “ Cottonade.
three grades, from $36 to $45 per ton. For fur
14 “ Appleton A muslin, 1 yd. wide.
ther particulars call on or address,
1 “ fine Muslin.
6 “ Calico.
I F . I F . IF -A -IR T T sT O -E IF ,
3 “ Crash.
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
mar.4
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
1 - “ table Linen.
APRTL 5, ’86, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
«3fHttt20 Head of Fresh Cows with calves,direct 300 pounds of Coffee, unroasted.
lb. paexages.
jjv^j^from York county. Good judgment was 800 “ smoxing Tobacco,
exercised in the selection of this stock, audit 100 “ hard Tobacco.
1 box of Tea.
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
200 pounds of hemlocx sole Leather, 20 to 23 lbs
sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
per side (No. 1). .
H. H. ALLEBACH.
6 sides upper Leather. v;
■I
li
J. G. Fetterolf.auct
I. H. Johnson, clerk
3 “ - string Leather.II
II
3 gross clay smose pipes.
pU B L IC SALE OF
2 dozen hand Scrubs.
1 “ . scrubbing Brushes.
34 “ scoop shovels, No. 5.
We are now ready to show a fine line of Parlor,
34 “ grass Scythes.
Kitchen, and Bed-room
2 barrels of B or C Sugar.
Will be sold at Public Sale on MONDAY,
2 “■ sugar house Molasses.
APRIL 5, ’86, at my Residence, near the Alms
3 “ Syrup.
house, 20 Head of Fresh Cows, direct
2 “
headlight oil. best quality.
from Cumberland Valley—where the bigJkjL » 300
pounds of caustic Soda, 5 or 10 lb. cans.
milkersgrow. This is a lot of good cows, and
6 sacks of fine salt, 2 Ashton and 4 Deeon.
Also Bed Feathers,direct from Detroit, and ready
those wishing to purchase just the right kind
Samples required. All goods to be delivered
for use, .Cork Shavings at low prices.
should attend the sale. Sale at2 o’clock. Condi at Almshouse, or either of the depots at Phcenixtions by
M. P. ANDERSON.
BRUSSELS,
ville free of freight.
D.McFeat,auct.
INGRAIN,
One boat load of good hard coal, % egg and
34 stove, to he landed alongside of Almshouse
AND RAG
wharf
free
of
freight,
on
or
before
May
Jp U B L IC SALE OF
CARPET.
1st, 1886. The mine to be designated.
HARRY 8. LOWERY, : A fine line of window shades, from the lowest in
WILLIAM R. RITTENHOUSE,
price up. Queensware, Glassware in great variety
JOHN O. CLEMENS,
and at prices to suit the times. In short almost
Will be sold at Public Sale on FRIDAY,
D ir e c t o r s .
everything ncede'd in a family. Come and see.
APRIL 9, ’86, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, 20 Attest:—D a v i d H. Ross, clerk.
ig^nMHead of Fresh Cows. From Lancaster
|p “jjq Countv. They are a very fine lot of cows
GRATERS FORD, PA.
mar.4-2m.
to select from and farmers and dairymen are re THOMAS LOWNES,
spectfully invited to attend this sale, as I have A
&
W.
H.
DAVIS.
the stock to give satisfactiefh and will sell them
without reserve. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
by
NELSON O. NAILLE.
D.McFeat,auct.
J.Casselberry, clerk.
RAHN STATION, PA.

FARM ERS!

s:

P

CARRIAGES.

P

FRESH COWS.

■TO Y O U N G -

FRESH COWS !

F U R N IT U R E !

FRESH COWS |

Isa a c K ulp,

W agon: and: Carriage: Builders,

p U B L I C SALE OF

We are prepared to do painting, light and heavy
work.

r FRESH COWS !

B L A C K SM IT H IN G ,

—IN THE—

No pains spared to give
Will he sold at Public Sale, on FRIDAY, in all its branches.
APRIL 2, ’86, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, 20 satisfaction. Give us a call.
s&SyiteFresh Cows and Springers. This lot will
- E tL - be found to he a very fine one, containing g H. YELLIS,
good milkers and baggers. Sale at 1 o’clock.
Conditions by
SILAS W. FISHER.
Murray’s Advanced Lessons in English : J .F. Ottinger,auct.
GRATER’S FORD, PA.,
Composition, Analysis and Grammar.
Has just opened a business place at Grater’s
Ford where he will keep on hand at all
By J. E. Murray, 42mo, Cloth, pp. Jp U B L IC SALE OF
—AND PHOSPHATE BUSINESS, AT—
times a full stock of
382. Philadelphia : John E. Potter
SASH,:
‘ :: ■
Co. Price 90 cents. This is a com
DOORS,
panion volume to Murray’s "‘Essential
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY,
BLINDS,
Lessons,” and completes his language APRIL 1,1886, at Jeffersonville Hotel, 20 Head
SHUTTERS,
Fresh
Cows,
from
York
county.
This
series in two books. His manner of
MOULDINGS,
’P^wT’is a lot of first-rate cows; fine baggers and
teaching grammar possesses novelty extra milkers. Come to the sale and judge for Of all kinds, Frames and»all kinds of Building
First; I offer CORN BRAN at $16 per ton.
and originality; His able treatment yourself, Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
Materials in his line. Goods delivered on short This is an article of feed that is giving universal
notice. I solicit an examination of my goods and satisfaction. Farmers try it and be convinced.
H. H. ALLEBACH.
clearly shows natural genius supple J.G.Fetteroif,auct.
prices before purchasing elsewhere. Scroll work
mented by practical school-room ex
of every description, promptly done.
3-25-lyr
Secondly, I will sell CHESTNUT COAL, good
perience. All useless’work is avoided. p o t o
and hard at $4.50,.and medium, free burning, a t *
Clear, explicit directions are given, u
$4.25 per ton, at the yard.
JO EL C. FREED,
I which, if followed, must be productive
GRATER’S FORD, PA,, T W. SHOEMAKER,
Lastly, and none the less noteworthy is the
(SUCCESSOR TO N. P . SNYDER,)
of the best results. The new and prac If you want the best and oheapest Farm j •
NATIONAL COMPLETE
Machinery, such as the
tical features of this book claim the at

FEED, COAL,:

FRESH COWS.

tention of all leading Educators. Com*
position, Analysis, and Grammar are
taught together, which is* the natural
method, of teaching the-; Ejnglish lan
guage. It appeals to the common
sense of the pupil, and creates an in
terest in his work, Th.e system of
diagrams is very simple. By a few
graceful figures the peculiarities of our
language a.ie clearly illustrated. A
glance i i sufficient to show the con
struction, analogy, and relation of the
most complex sentence. The publish
ers have spared no pains in the make
up of this book ; the type is large and
clear, the paper good, tne arrangement
displays much careful judgement, and
the binding is a work of art.

■.WERKES STATION.’.*

¿ A

Standard low er & Reaper,
■ ftf
Riding Cultivators, Hay Rakes (same make),
Spriugtooth Harrows, and all other kinds of im
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
plements; plows, corn planters, "Hay Carriers,
Cultivators, Lawn Mowers; the Harpoon Hay Harness in stock and made to order, of the best
Fork at $2.50. Also the celebrated
material, at short notice. Full stock of all kinds This phosphate has always yielded the best re
of horse goods. Give me a call.
‘ 8-25-8m sults on spring crops. I will sell the same at
BECKER WASHING MACHINE!
prices as low as any first-class fertilizer can be sold
the best ever offered for sale. Please come and
for. Give me a call.
TATE NOTICE !
see for yourself.
4 l-3m.

Es

A . C. L A N D E S .

Estate of Sarah Dewees, late of Upper Provi
dence township, Montgomery County, deceased. m ar.ll,2m.
Letters testamentary on the above Estate having
JU ST IC E of the P E A C E ! been granted to the undersigned, all persons In
. S. L. PUGH.
debted to said Estate are requested to make im
MAIN STREET, ROYERSFORD, PA.
mediate payment, and those having legal claims,'
Broker in Insurance and Real Estate. Money to present the same without delay to
TRAPPE, PA.,
P. P. DEWEES,
wanted for loans on first mortgage." Brief of Or his Agent,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making
H. W . K r a t z ,
P.O.Address, Orbisonia,
title furnished In all cases. Correspondence so
P.O.Ad.Trappe, Pa.
Huntingdon,Co ,Pa,. &c.
licited.
' Jan.28,tf.

^y M . S. ESSICK,

1RS

J S L M E E B. CONWAY.

J. W, ROYER, M. IK
Practising Physician,
TRA PPE, PA,
Office at li is residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA
Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. in. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

r._____
0 ---- ------------------------------T H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Hocr9 . i Till 9 a. m. 12 to 2 p. m.
OPMCB HOURS . ^
After 6 p. m.
iSTSpecial attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear.

T)R, B, F. PLACE,

D E N T I S T

I I

36 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House)
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays,
Prices greatly reduced.

tar

p

G. HOBSON,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Cor .M A IN and SW EDE Streets, Norristown ,ra.
Can be seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr.

AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER, •

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
No, 727 W a l n u t St .,
PHILADELPHIA.
Second Floor, Room 15.
Can be seen every evening at his residence,
t„ Vo
Dec.l7,lyr.

B l a c k st o n e B u il d in g ,

P . FETTERO LF,

Justice of the Peace
C O L L E G E Y IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

mile north of Trapp«. )

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.

T P. KOONS,

P ra c tica l S la ter

I I

R A H N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

T E W IS WISMER,

Practical Slater I
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing fel t. Ail
orders promptly attended to. Also on band a
large lot of greystone flagging.

UDWTARD DAVID,

PAINTER and PAPER«HAN3ER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

^A M U EL P. SHANTZ.

Carpenter and Builder.
KAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to. give satisfaction.

T G. T. MILLER.

CARPENTERand BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan .l,’85,t.CC

W. GOTWALS.

J

HOW TO TRIM OR PRUNE.
COLLEGEVILLE, <PA.
I t is impossible to adopt any strict
Good workmanship and good fit guaranteed.
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done fule for guidance in trimming one’s
neatly and promptly.
may-7-lyr.
trees properly. The knife must be di
rected by a knowledge of the habits and
gUNDAY PAPERS.
requirements of the individual tree in
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will hand.
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
When a tree is young, a straight
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,
leading shoot should always be encour
HENRY YOST, aged, which in the majority of cases,
News Agent,
Collegeville.
will prevent storms from splitting the
tree. The pruning of side branches at
the commencement, must be so manag
ed that little will be needed when "the
READY MADE
tree becomes old. This may in a meas
ure be accomplished by' never permit
ting the shoots to grow too closely to
gether, nor to overlap. Invariably thin
Of the best material and manufacture, at
out a crowded head each year, so that
in time the main branches may be even
ly disposed, and sufficiently far apart
All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low to admit light and air.
figures.
Opinion as regards high or low heads
is contradictory, but the weight of evi
W H IPS,
TO P-COVERS,
dence is in favor of those who prefer a
IM P O R TE D C O LLARS. somewhat low head. After the trees
Call and examine our stock and ascertain have arrived at bearing age, we ought
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly. to be satisfied with' the crop of fruit,
without desiring to turn our orchards
into
pasture lots for the benefit of our
Also a full stock of lubricating and Machine
Oils, Coal and Headlight Oil; cigars and tobacco. stock, unless it be solely for the smaller
animals.
Stock-raising and fruit-culture are
antagonistic on general principles, and
more especially' as the farmer’s system
of pruning is not laid down in the
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST— books, and cannot be recommended by
any neat, pains-taking orchardist. Or
dinarily close pruning in spring incites
a stronger growth at once; but cutting
in midsummer will often produce the
•contrary effect. Pruners with a knowl
edge of this theory, or rather fact, pay
special attention to the season as a
Visits uonegevllle, Trappc, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday ana oaiuraay morning» uf eacii m eans o f o b ta in in g som e desired object.
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he We cannot, as a rule, have a strong
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
growth of wood and a full erbp of fruit
paid for calves.
at the same time—one must be at the
WM. J. THOMPSON,
expense of the other. A very strong
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA. growing tree may receive a partial
check by summer-pruning, and thus be
induced to form fruit-buds for the suc
ceeding season’s yield.
Whenever it
becomes necessary to cut away a large
L i £ i limb, it is advisable to allow a few
inches of the stump to remain on for a
U
year, at the expiration of which time
it may be cut off smoothly and evenly
Of superior quality, manufactured from the best
to the main body.
This generally obwheat by Improved Facilities, at the
viates danger from decaying wood. As
a still, further precaution from injury,
all air should be excluded by the appli
cation of a solution of shellac in alco
hol, over the entire cut surface. Under
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices. ouuli
it uuuiiug, the new oarK quicKiy
forms, and in a short time covers the
Always on hand a full Stock of
wound. Always bear in mind that a
CORN,
sharp blade will leave a smooth surface
OATS,
to the wound, and a dull edge roughens
BRAN,
the wood-fibre and induces a premature
MIDDLINGS,
decay.
RYE BRAN,
Systematic pruning has few followers
&c., &e., &e.
in this country. The necessity for the
LOW EST CASH PRICES.
expensive methods employed abroad in
training fruit-tree9, is not recognized
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
with us, owing to our dry, warm atmos
phere.
But occasionally we hear of
persons pruning their apple and pear
J. H . L A N D E S .
orchards according to an established
rule, one of which may be described as
T>R IV A T E SALE OF
follows : Commepcing with a two or
three year oid tree, the body is trimm
ed to the requisite height, when three
S ev en teen A c ie s
of improved land near Collegeville, Pa. Build branches are allowed to start out from
ings in good repair. Will make a desi rabié home; as nearly the same height as possible
convenient to schools, R. R ., station «fee. For and forming equal angles.
From
fu rth e r p a r tic u la rs in q u ire of
eighteen to twenty-four inches higher
A. D. FETTEROLF,
a similar whorl is located, which system
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer,
Collegeville, Pa. is carried out so long as the tree in
creases in height. The disposition-of
the secondary branches is not very par
ticular, so that an open head is formed.
Orchards commenced under this sys
tem of training twenty years ago, have
(Successor to Fuss & Cassel.)
now the trees perfect in outline; but
j after all, it is questionable whether so
much care and labor pays in the end__
C R A T E R ’S FO R D , Pa.
J. H ooves, in Agriculturist.

PULL STOCK OP

HARNESS!

M wiler’s, Upper PnmSeice Spare.

Wm.J. THOMPSON,
BEEF,=

VFAI —
-MUTTON,=.

-R O L L E R -

OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
(

BOOT and SHOEMAKER I

John &■Detwiler.

JJ M. BROWNBACK,

J

PAINTER.

PFILIOiniRIjl!

Estimates furnished and Contracts taken.
apr-16-tf

- ---------

D E A L E R IN

WEAVER

FLOUR,
FEED ,
COAL,

Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

Cement,' Pewter Sand, Terra Cotta Pipes,
Chimney Tops, &c. Also Chestnut Rails for
fencing. All orders promptly filled. By strict
attention to business I hope to merit and receive
a fair share of the patronage of the public.
.
may-21-3ra.

TRAPPE, PA. DEALER IN

COLLEGEVILLE

BBBF, MUTTON and YUAN,
Vegetables and Fruit in season.
aug.20.
Orders thankfully received.

BAKERY!

TH E POPULAR

DININGROOMS,

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street* near
Main, Norristown,
I I a R R Y B . LONG, Proprietor,

Is the place to go to get anything you may de
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest and
best in town, done-up in every style. Remember
the place aud favor it with your patronage when
in town.

c

AMERON, CORSON & Co.,

Frssh Bread, Rolls &c.,
EVERY MORNING.

ICE CREAM!

Buy and Sell REAL ESTATB
In all parts of the county.
519 Swede Street, NORRISTOWN, PA.
aug.20-6-mo.

SEVENTEEN

VARIETIES.

SEEDS, LIME, FERTILIZERS, PLASTER,

I.

-------~ ~

CONCLUSIONS AFTER TESTING

GRAIN,

(Formerly Beard House.)

P. RHOADES.

Mi—-♦ —

POTATO EXPERIM ENTS.

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics ana weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

The potatoes that need no further
testing to establish their merits with
me, are Essex for earliness, Telephone
for quality, Victor for large yield, and
White Star for general late crop.
For a comparison of earlier varieties
I planted Essex, Clark’s No. 1, Rosy
Morn,-Pearl of Savoy, Bliss’ Triumph
and Early’ Maine ail recommended as
the earliest varieties. The conditions
of planting were essentially the same,
as far as the test rows were concerned,
though I planted also for a test with
various fertilizers. The result of my
experiment on the point of earliness
was in favor of the Essex, mo9t deci
dedly. I t need only be said that this
variety returned me from $1.25 to $150
per bushel, while the- next earliest,
Clark’s No. 1, only brought from 90
cents to $1, they coming in later. I
was the first to bring new Connecticut
potatoes to Hartford market—a fact
noted by the Hartford Times, which
spoke of their4large size and ripeness.
The next variety to come in was
Beauty of Hebron, by a neighbor bet
ter situated to grow early potatoes
than I am, owing to soil and situation.
Mr. Clark’s No. 1 came next, all be
fore the Early Rose made their ap- j
pearance.
I dig Essex for several market pur
poses in 80 days from planting, and
consider them more matured and maretable than any other kind I saw in
the early market. After them I got a
crop of cabbage which came to market
the first week in October, and on part
of the piece, white egg turnips, mar
keted Sept. 12. The yield of potatoes
was large for an early crop ; indeed,
•the early kinds did better on this point

The R oberts M achine Company.
C ollegeville, P a .

B/%

ers, Shafting and General Mill Work.
fact to do general steam work.

Parties who want a convenient
and ample water supply should ad
dress THE ROBERTS MACHINE
COMPANY, Collegeville, Pa.
Having had years of experience
in erecting the celebrated PER K 
INS WINDMILL, and inasmuch as
we have just received the sole agen
cy for these Windmills in the coun
ties of Montgomery, Chester, Berks,
and Bucks, with our largely in
creased facilities to do satisfactory
•work we are fully prepared to con
tract for the erecting of these Mills
and to do Plumbing in every branch.
We keep in stock a variety of the
best Hand Pumps. We also manu
facture Cedar Tanks of any size.
Our celebrated One and Two Horse
Powers, and DW ARF THRESH
ERS and SEPARATORS and our
Clipper Fodder Cutters with Grind
ers are doing excellent work and
are unsurpassed anywhere. We are
prepared to furnish Pulleys, Hang
Erect ENGINES and BOILERS and in

of various kinds for sale. We will give information in regard to water supplies
generally, and are prepared to bore Artesian Wells, to any depth necessary.

Repairing in all its tranches Promptly Attended to
BY COMPETENT WORKMEN.

OF FARM MACHINENY.

Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of all
kinds of machinery work promptly attended' to.
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
njachinery to be sold* at. Catalogues free on
application. Call or address

H E E B N E R & SO N S,
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.

Gristock & Vanderslice,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
Dealers

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
CH ESTN U T

L e h i g h and S c h u y l k i l l
Our Facilities for Executing-

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable’ price? . The
Job Work done at the I n d e p e n d e n t ’office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

C O A L.

-

-

GOAL.

F L O U R ,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what i t is—

A D V E R T I S E
—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

=£51

----- T R A P P E , PA------

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL DEALER IN

C IG A R S -tg sS B

C a r r ia g e
/

>ecial Bai gains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and' Limken Side-Bar

Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
^
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

JjJRS. S. L. PUGH.
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out, the dead, shroud-making
Ac.

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood^, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
u Low prices and fair dealings
RESPECTF.ULL T,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.
June8-ly.

THE ONLY STEAM

NOW IN USE IN THE STATE.
T H F OLD
—THE— .
-STONE STORE- E U R E K A
STOCK AND
W ASHERi
JH ?
FIXTURES
BEST WASHER Ii The WORLD!
-TO BE—
With the boiler attachment the clothes are wash
boiled at the same time. The water
boiled and kept boiling while washing,
!!! SOLD OUT !!! edisandwith
one-eighth part of the fuel, and

I f

Either in bulk or at retail, because
I am going to retire from business
by reason of failing health. I want
a purchaser for the whole business,
but in the interval will sell at retail

Thus making the most wonderful
offerings in

W o r k s ! [ DRY

J

.would announce to my friends and the. public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds ot
Marble Work, at reasonable prices..

BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SILLS, ETC ., E T C

ffiGÈ*-CIGARETTES,"j AT PRICES
Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, pipes &c.,
All orders Promptly filled at the lowest prices.
TO SUIT!
C O L L E G E V IL L E

Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.

For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

—$51.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e p e n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e p e n d e n t
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.

CIGAR IA M A C T U R E R

AND CAKE MEAL.

EITER PR ISE
MARBLE WORKS!
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J . H . R IS O U T .

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough und Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

“ I F ^ O A T I I D I E I I s rC I E

*

W E KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS

PICKETS, CEDAR AND
RAILS.

SU B SC R IB E FOR TH E

The jflour manufactured at the Collegeville Roller Mills is disposed o f
as fast as the Rollers, running con
stantly, can produce it. Having a
limited amount o f room to store feed
I must dispose o f it as fa st as it
accumulates. Consequently, by way
o f offering extra inducements, I am
selling B R A N , M ID DLING S,and
all kinds o f Feed at B O TTO M
P R IC E S. Call and see fo r your
self and get figures. It will cer
tainly be to your interest to do so.
E. PA 1ST.

It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of our
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crushers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.

LUM BER,

-The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e 
p e n d e n t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 3500
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I ndependent
will not fail to ’attract the attention of numerous people
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise-

B O T T O M PRICES.

Improvefflent in Tliresliers ani Cleaners

A g ricu ltu ra l and H arvestin g M a ch in ery ,

IN D E P E N D E N T

$

H A ’ITE Y O U B E E N
THE LATEST

¡F“PRO YIDEIST015

SAMUEL CASSEL,

JO SEPH ST O N E ,
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,

than the late ones. Clark’s No. 1 did
well on yield, and are readily marketed.
For uniformity, size and yield com
bined, thé essentials of a general crop
quality being also conceded as up to
the standard of the Early Rose or He
bron. I should say the Pearl of Savoy
is the best. I t is not as early by from
10 days to two weeks as the Essex, but
is a magnificent potato, and-for a gen
eral middle crop to market in August
and September is the best, it being
very productive.
Bliss’ Triumph is a very early potato,
but its quality is uncertain, and its
color (a lovely red) is against it sell
ing in early market. I do not want to
plant tbam again.
The Early Maine is a very fine po
tato, of excellent cooking quality, but
is not as smooth as the Essex or Savoy
and not ^specially early, being about
on a par with the Savoy in that re
spect. It will, perhaps, under average
conditions mature about the same time
as the Early Rose. The Rosy Morn
proved a failure, being small and of
doubtful quality, and I shall drop this
kind. Neither do I wish to plant Da
kota Red again, as I have not seen a
single instance where they have pro
duced a good crop ; mine were decid
edly inferior to the Red Brooks, which
they very much resemble. Part of my
seed of Dakota Red came from Ver
mont, and part from near Boston.
The Belle, as grown on heavy meadow
soil, grows so enormously large that
they are unfit for market. I think this
kind is only fit for light soils. The
mammotli O. K. Prolific is a splendid
potato for heavy soils, and will produce
a big crop of fine looking potatoes every
time ; it is best for th.e table in spring,
when it exceeds in quality manj’ kinds
that lead it in the fall. It is a strong,
vigorous grower and produces remark
ably smooth handsome tubers, which
are easyito dig, as they lie very com
pactly in the hill, being very unlike
Star in tips respect, as that kind scat
ters.
I founcUWali’s Orange to be a supe
rior potato\for spring use, and planted
a few for Ibis purpose. I do uot think
they are remarkable yielders ; they
have not proved so with me. The
White Elephant also did well last sea
son and will be generally dropped, I
think. The Mammoth Pearl still holds
its own, but being very near the O. K.
Prolific in appearance, I shall plant the
latter in preference. I planted a few
old-fashioned Pwachblows, getting the
seed from northern Arermont. I gave
them special manuring and care, and I
presume they yielded at the rate of 25
bushels per acre, none of which were
large enough for market.
I saw but one piece seriously afflicted
with rot last season, and that was ma
nured with stable manure in the hill
—American Rural Home.

Yerkes Station Mills.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,

CARPET

Agriculture and Science.

in less than one-half the time
that is required to heat in
the usual way. It is pro
nounced by all per
sons who have
seen it to be

THE B E S T MACHINE E V E R INVENTED.
A Machine that will really save time, labor and
clothes, works easily and is durable is bound to
become popular. No family can afford to be
without the Eureka Washer. Call on or address

A . L. A sh en felte r,
PORT PROVIDENCE, Montg.. Co.. PaManufacturer and Sole Proprietor of Montg.,Co.
Good reliable agents wanted.
Sep.l7-tf

GOODS,
ESTABLISHED 1857.
CARPETS,
J. M. Albertson & Sons.,
B A N K E R S ,
OIL CLOTHS.
Norristown, Pa.

A Reduction Sale
That will pay everybody to attend.

3 Per Cent.
Interest Paid on Deposits
Subject to check on 10 days notice. -

A . A . Y E A K L E ,
Old Stone Store, Corner Dekalb
and Main Streets, Norristown.

M ONEY T O LOAN.

STOCKS

and

bonds

BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Boxes in Vault to Rent at Low Rates,

